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– hERG channel kinetics and reason for focus in cardiac safety assays

– Overview of CiPA hERG model with advantages and disadvantages

– Model selection for simplified model of hERG channel gating

– Selecting a model describing hERG drug binding kinetics (and exploring assumptions 

related to drug binding in CiPA model)

– Conclusions

– Future work

Outline
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hERG channel kinetics and their role in cardiac electrical 

activity
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– Many pharmaceutical drugs interact with the hERG channel

– There is thought to be a link between hERG channel block, 

action potential prolongation and QT interval prolongation

– hERG channel can exist in ‘open’, ‘closed’ and ‘inactivated’ 

states with voltage-dependent transitions defined between 

states

Grilo et al., Stereoselective inhibition of the hERG1 potassium channel, Frontiers in Pharmacology, 2010

Vandenberg et al., hERG K+ Channels: Structure, Function and Clinical Significance, Physiological Reviews, 2012



Existing CiPA hERG kinetic and drug binding model
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C = Closed   O = Open  I  = Inactivated

Pros Cons

Model (when embedded in 

action potential model and 

used with metric identified) 

can separate drugs into 

correct TdP risk categories

47 parameters (although 14 

parameters used to model 

temperature-dependence)

Model (when embedded in 

action potential model) can 

replicate anticipated extent of 

reverse use dependency for 

selection of drugs with 

known properties

Some drug block model 

assumptions (saturating drug 

block and vhalftrap models) are 

not widely used

Vhalftrap trapping parameter 

correlated with expected 

extent of trapping for drugs 

with known properties

kt parameter in vhalftrap

trapping model is fixed – this 

may not be best nor most 

realistic assumption

Can we simplify this model and explore 

the other ‘cons’ while keeping the ‘pros’?

Li et al., Improving the in silico assessment of proarrhythmia risk by combining hERG (human ether-a-go-go-related gene) channel – drug binding kinetics and multichannel 

pharmacology, Circulation: Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology, 2017



Simplifying the physiological component of hERG model
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Candidate Models

42 parameters

(14 of which are to model 

temperature-dependence) 

8 parameters

8 parameters

12 parameters

12 parameters

14 parameters

Aim is to identify most appropriate 

simplified model structure from 

range of candidate models 

Transition rates are of form:

Aexp(BV)



Selecting simplified model of hERG channel kinetics
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Fitted each candidate model to both raw traces and summary curves derived from standard voltage-step protocols



Selecting simplified model of hERG channel kinetics
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For each candidate model structure we fitted 

transition rate parameters using the Covariance 

Matrix Adaptation – Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) 

algorithm. We repeated fitting from hundreds of 

different starting points to identify optimal fitting 

parameters and corresponding error. 



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Activation kinetics

Here we show the 

best fit of our 

experimental data 

for the four state 

model C.



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Recovery from Inactivation

Here we show the 

best fit of our 

experimental data 

for the four state 

model C.



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Steady state activation

Here we show the 

best fit of our 

experimental data 

for the four state 

model C.



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Deactivation time course

Here we show the 

best fit of our 

experimental data 

for the four state 

model C.



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Inactivation time course

Here we show the 

best fit of our 

experimental data 

for the four state 

model C.



Fit of simplified model to hERG kinetic 

electrophysiology data
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Activation kinetics Recovery from Inactivation

Inactivation time courseDeactivation time course

Steady state activation

We fitted model 

structures to both 

raw current traces 

in response to 

voltage-step 

protocols and 

summary traces 

derived from 

these data. 

Here we show the 

best fit to these 

data for the four 

state model C.



hERG model validation for physiological component
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To validate the selected simplified model we evaluate its ability to predict the current response to a simple and a  

complex action potential protocol 

Voltage 

Protocols

Experimental 

and 

simulated 

currents



Modelling hERG drug binding kinetics
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Questions explored

Can we simplify the drug binding model 

structure or find an alternative model?

Can we replace saturating drug block model 

with a linear or alternative drug block model?

Can we replace vhalftrap model with a 

different trapping model?

Can we fit kt value in trapping model?

Can we maintain success of model in fitting 

data, replicating anticipated extent of reverse 

use-dependency and allowing classification of 

drugs into their correct TdP risk categories if 

we make any changes to model?

Saturating drug block assumption Vhalftrap trapping assumption

O O*

ku*(kmax*Dn)

(Dn + EC50
n) 

ku

O* C*
kt

(1+exp(-(V-Vhalftrap)/6.789)) 

kt

Li et al., Improving the in silico assessment of proarrhythmia risk by combining 

hERG (human ether-a-go-go-related gene) channel – drug binding kinetics and 

multichannel pharmacology, Circulation: Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology, 2017



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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Candidate Models Assumptions over range of models considered 

explored each of the questions raised

Questions explored

Can we simplify the drug binding model 

structure or find an alternative model?

Can we replace saturating drug block model 

with a linear or alternative drug block model?

Can we replace vhalftrap model with a 

different trapping model?

Can we fit kt value in trapping model?

Can we maintain success of model in fitting 

data, replicating anticipated extent of reverse 

use-dependency and allowing classification of 

drugs into their correct TdP risk categories if 

we make any changes to model?



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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Candidate Models

We identified C15 model which:

- assumes saturating drug block

- uses vhalftrap trapping model

- has fitted kt parameter

- replicates anticipated reverse use-dependency for 

drugs with known properties

- can separate CiPA training drugs into their correct 

TdP risk categories

- can fit drug binding data for all training drugs well



Linear vs. saturating drug block assumption
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Saturating drug block C15 model cisapride Linear drug block C15 model cisapride

Linear drug block model assumption does not allow reasonable fitting at all doses for some 

compounds such as cisapride



Vhalftrap trapping model assumption
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Alternative trapping models to the vhalftrap

model were considered – such as the ‘mirror’ 

trapping model. kt parameter reflects extent of 

trapping.

The C6 model could correctly categorise all 

CiPA training compounds into their correct 

TdP risk categories and fitted all the 

compound data well but we found that the 

mirror model class did not show the 

anticipated extent of reverse use-dependency 

for the known trapped drug dofetilide.

hERG gating

drug binding



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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A)
C15 model results

Figures show:

A) fit to first sweep in different 

concentrations of drugs



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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A)

B)

C15 model results

Figures show; 

A) fit to first sweep in different 

concentrations of drugs; 

B) anticipated extent of 

reverse use-dependency for 

trapped drug dofetilide



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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Low risk      Intermediate risk      High risk

A)

B)

C15 model results

Figures show; 

A) fit to first sweep in different 

concentrations of drugs; 

B) anticipated extent of reverse 

use-dependency for trapped 

drug dofetilide and

C) separation of CiPA training 

compounds into their correct 

TdP risk categories.

C)



Selecting a drug binding model of hERG channel kinetics
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Low risk      Intermediate risk      High risk

A)

B) C)

Figures show; A) fit to first sweep 

in different concentrations of 

drugs; B) anticipated extent of 

reverse use-dependency for 

trapped drug dofetilide and C) 

separation of CiPA training 

compounds into their correct TdP

risk categories. However at 

present this C15 model cannot 

separate drugs into their 

correct TdP risk categories 

when using high throughput 

IC50 data (which existing CiPA

model can do). Therefore 

further work is needed before 

finalising simplified model.



Conclusions
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– We have identified and validated a simplified model describing hERG channel gating

– We have explored the assumptions of the CiPA drug binding model – we have attempted 

to address some of the disadvantages of the model but so far consider some of these to 

be needed for models to have all desired characteristics (such as replicating anticipated 

extent of reverse use-dependency for known trapped drug dofetilide)

– This study identified an alternative simplified hERG channel model which replicates all the 

features of the existing CiPA model, but it needs further testing and development before 

being implemented in future versions of the CiPA model

– Experimental design, model selection, accurate model parameterisation of identifiable 

parameters and model validation are all critical aspects to consider for building more 

accurate and predictive mathematical models



Possible Future Directions
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– Continued development 

and testing of simplified 

hERG model structure

– Validation of hERG model 

with validation compound 

drug binding data

– Further exploration of 

different components 

relating to experimental 

design, model selection, 

model parameterisation, 

parameter identifiability and 

model validation

In related work 

(completed while at 

the University of 

Oxford) we explore 

the aspect of 

experimental design 

for allowing more 

accurate hERG model 

parameterisation 

(while verifying 

parameter 

identifiability). 

Beattie et al., Sinusoidal voltage protocols for rapid 

characterization of ion channel kinetics, bioRxiv, 2017
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